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Expert Oracle Exadata (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2011

	Throughout history, advances in technology have come in spurts. A single great idea can often spur rapid change as the idea takes hold and is propagated, often in totally unexpected directions. Exadata embodies such a change in how we think about and manage relational databases. The key change lies in the concept of offloading SQL processing...
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Portable DBA: OracleMcGraw-Hill, 2004
This handy, affordable reference is ideal for on-the-job DBAs in need of quick access to administrative commands, error resolutions, and best practices. Covering the most commonly used Oracle database versions, the book contains invaluable tables so problems can be diagnosed quickly and includes examples and syntax diagrams for each command.    ...
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Functional Programming for Java Developers: Tools for Better Concurrency, Abstraction, and AgilityO'Reilly, 2011

	Why should a Java developer learn about functional programming (FP)? After all, hasn’t
	functional programming been safely hidden in academia for decades? Isn’t objectoriented
	programming (OOP) all we really need? This book explains why functional
	programming has become an important tool for the challenges of our time and how...
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Teach Yourself Oracle8 in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1997
Teach Yourself Oracle8 in 21 Days is a tutorial that will teach the reader the basics of using and administrating an Oracle database. This book focuses on using concrete examples to explain why things should be done in a certain way. The key topics are broken out by week below:Week One Overview of the Oracle8 Architecture; Network Computing...
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Clusters of Galaxies: Beyond the Thermal ViewSpringer, 2008
This book presents a review about the physics of clusters of galaxies beyond the standard thermal view. The book first gives a general introduction to clusters of galaxies. It discusses the properties of the hot, virialised gas in these clusters. But the main focus is upon what is beyond this thermal gas: the surrounding warm-hot intergalactic...
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Programming Perl: Unmatched power for text processing and scriptingO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Adopted as the undisputed Perl bible soon after the first edition appeared in 1991, Programming Perl is still the go-to guide for this highly practical language. Perl began life as a super-fueled text processing utility, but quickly evolved into a general purpose programming language that’s helped hundreds of thousands...
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Scaling up Machine Learning: Parallel and Distributed ApproachesCambridge University Press, 2011

	This book presents an integrated collection of representative approaches for scaling up machine learning and data mining methods on parallel and distributed computing platforms. Demand for parallelizing learning algorithms is highly task-specific: in some settings it is driven by the enormous dataset sizes, in others by model complexity or by...
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Oracle RMAN 11g Backup and Recovery (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Master Oracle Recovery Master


	Protect your databases from hardware, software, and operator failures using the detailed information in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle RMAN 11g Backup and Recovery explains how to configure databases, generate accurate archives, and carry out system restores. Work from the command line or...
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Pro Oracle Database 11g RAC on LinuxApress, 2010

	Pro Oracle Database 11g RAC on Linux provides full-life-cycle guidance on implementing Oracle Real Application Clusters in a Linux environment. Real Application Clusters, commonly abbreviated as RAC, is Oracle’s industry-leading architecture for scalable and fault-tolerant databases. RAC allows you to scale up and down by...
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Optimizing HPC Applications with Intel Cluster Tools: Hunting PetaflopsApress, 2014

	Optimizing HPC Applications with Intel® Cluster Tools takes the reader on a tour of the fast-growing area of high performance computing and the optimization of hybrid programs. These programs typically combine distributed memory and shared memory programming models and use the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and OpenMP for...
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Getting Started with Kubernetes - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn how to schedule and run application containers using Kubernetes.


	About This Book

	
		Get well-versed with the fundamentals of Kubernetes and get it production-ready for deployments
	
		Confidently manage your container clusters and networks using Kubernetes
	
		This practical...
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Windows Server 2003 Clustering & Load BalancingMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Plan, design, and implement highly available Windows solutions using the  expert advice in this detailed guide. Written by a network infrastructure design  specialist, this book covers the planning, development, cost analysis,  management, installation, configuration, and roll out of several clustering and  load balancing technologies....
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